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Comment. Math. Helvetici 52 (1977) 89-109 Birkhauser Verlag, Basel

Rational L-groups of Bieberbach groups

F. T. Farrell(1) and W. C. Hsiang(2)

0. Introduction and statement of results

In this paper, we shall compute the rational L-groups of certain torsion-free
groups called Bieberbach groups (cf. [7, p. 41]). A Bieberbach group F is the
fundamental group of a compact flat Riemannian manifold Mn [14, p. 105], [2].
Therefore, we hâve the following exact séquence of groups

where Zn is maximal abelian in F and free abelian on n generators, and G is a

finite group which is called the holonomy group of F. The exact séquence (1)

cornes from the regular covering

G-*Tn-*Mn (2)

of Mn where Tn is the (flat) torus.
Let Mn be a manifold and w :F= ^(M")—»Z2 {±1} a group homomorph-

ism. Using w, we hâve a local System wQ on Mn- each local group is isomorphic
to the additive group of rationals Q and it is twisted to w(g)Q by g € F.

MAIN THEOREM. If F is a Bieberbach group and Mn is a compact flat
Riemannian manifold with 7Ti(Mn) F, then

Lî(F, w)® Q- 0 HI+4/(Mn; wQ)

0 0,1,2,3).
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90 F T FARRELL AND W C HSIANG

When w is the lst Stiefel-Whitney class of Mn, Poincaré duality used in
conjunction with this resuit gives

Lst(F, w)®Q~ 0 Hn~l-4](Mn, Q). (3)
j-o

This theorem follows from a récent Induction Theorem of Dress [4] and an
observation on the structure of a Bieberbach group F if the holonomy group is

cyclic. It roughly goes as follows. Let

1 >S >F^-->G >1 (4)

be an extension of groups such that G is finite (and F is finitely presented). Let
Lï(r, w) and LÎ(F, w) (i 0,1,2, 3) be the surgery groups defined in [13], [12],
and [10]. Let GW(G, Z) be the equivariant Witt ring of Dress [4]. We shall make
the L-groups of F into unital modules over GW(G, Z). Let % be the class of
cyclic subgroups of G and let ^ be the class of subgroups p~x{y) (yz^) of F.

Following the argument of [4], we hâve isomorphisms

LÏ(F, w)®Q=-LlH(r, w)®Q== lim Lï(y, w/y)®Q- lim

{i 0,1, 2,3). We next observe that if the holonomy group G of the Bieberbach

group F is cyclic, then F is a poly-Z group. Finally, the theorem is valid for
poly-Z groups which follows essentially from [13] modulo technical difficultés
arising from w.

By a much différent approach, Bill Pardon has tentatively obtained the following
resuit which compléments ours. He proves that the surgery map

0 : |L Mn, G/TopJ -> Ln+l(7nMn)

is an injection onto a direct summand when Mn is a compact flat Riemannian
manifold.

1. The action of GW(G,Z) on L-groups

Consider an exact séquence 1—»S—»F-»G—>1 of groups with G a finite

group (and F a finitely presented group). The purpose of this section is to define

an action of Dress' equivariant Witt ring GW(G, Z) on various L-groups for the

group ring R=ZF and the group F [10, 13, 12]. Let w : F -? Z2 {± 1} be a group
homomorphism; use w to define an involution a of R determined by the
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équation: a(y) w^y"1 for y g JT. Let M, N be right JT-modules, then Wall [11]
defines <f> :MxN-* R =ZF to be an a-sesquilinear form if the following two
équations hold:

+ n2a2) <t>(m, rii)ai + 4>(m, n2)a2,

n) + a(a2)<f>(m2, n)

for m, mi, m2e M; n, ni, n2eN and ai, a2g JR. The set of ail such maps is denoted

by Sa(M, N) which is an abelian group. Sa(M) is an abbreviation for Sa(M, M).
We now give an alternate formulation of Sa(M,N) in terms of Eckmann's

F-flnite homomorphisms (cf. [1], pp. 358-360). We say that #:MxN—»Z is

w-sesquilinear if

(A) (f> is Z-bilinear;
(B) (f)(xy, yy) w(y)</>(jc, y) for jc € M, y g N and yef; (6)

(C) for each x e M, y g N the function </>(*, yy) from i '—» Z has finite
support.

Let S (M, N) dénote the abelian group of ail w-sesquilinear forms onMxN and

S(M) dénote S(M, M).
If $ g S(M, N), define $ e Sa(M, N) by

<Ê(x,y)=I ^Uyy^y (7)

for ail x g M, y g N. It is easy to check thatA : S(M, N) -> Sa(M, N) is an isomorph-
ism with inverse - : Sa(M, N) -> S (M, N) defined by

(8)

for x g M, y g N.
Associated to u ±l, there is an involution of Sa(M) defined by

))ii (9)

for <f>eSa(M), and x,yeM. Let R(a,u)(M) Ker (Tu~l), the subset of Sa(M)
fixed under Tu. Call the members of JR(a,i)(M) Hermitian forms on M and those of

R(«,-i)(M) skew-Hermitian. Let Q(a>u)(M) Cok(Tu-l) be the (a, w)-quadratic
forms on M and let

b Tu+1 : Q(a,M)(M) ^ i?(a>u)(M) (10)
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be the bilinearization map [11]. Correspondingly, we hâve fu, Qu and b and
members of QU(M) are called the w-quadratic forms on M. We also hâve the
orthogonal direct sum Bx © 62e O(«fM)(Mi © M2) for 0, e Q(a,u)(MI) (i 1,2), and
it induces the corresponding opération © on Qu.

Recall that Eckmann (cf. [1, p. 358]) defines Hom (M, Z) to be the set of ail
Z-homomorphisms /:M->Z which are F-finite; i.e., for each xeM the function
/(xy):F—»Z has finite support; Hom (M, Z) is a right F-module defined by

/ • y(x) w(y)f(xy~1) for xeM, y g F. Dénote it by M. If M is a right F-module,
the dual Homr (M, JR) is a left F-module. We can make the dual a right F-module
Ma by setting /• a(m) a(a)f(m) for aeR, me M and /:M-> JR. We hâve an

isomorphism *:M-+Ma defined by f(x) J,y<=rf(xy~1)y. Associated to $e
Sa(M,N), we hâve a homomorphism A<f>:M-+Na defined by A<j>(m)(n)
<f>(m, n) [11]. Similarly, we hâve Â<t> : M-> N defined by Â<j)(x)(y) <t>(x, y). Both
A(j>, Â<t> are F-homomorphisms and we hâve the following commutative diagram

S(M, N) -£-* Hom (M, N)

ï r
lHom(r) (11)

Sa(M, N) -^ Hom (M, AT)
r

where both vertical arrows are isomorphisms.
Throughout this paper, P dénotes a finitely generated projective f-module.

We call <t>eS(P) non-singular if A<t>:P-*P is an isomorphism and OeQu(P)
non-singular if its bilinearization b0 is. An élément (j>eS(P) (respectively
6eQu(P)) is non-singular if and only if 4>eSa(P) (respectively êeQ(oCyU)(P)) is.

Let â(F, w, u) be the category whose objects (P, B) for 6 e QU(P) are non-singular
w-quadratic forms on P and whose morphisms (P, $)—> (P', 6') are isomorphisms.
Let â(JR, a, u) be the category introduced in [10, p. 267]. The functor
A

:^(F, w, w)—»2,(R, a, u) is an isomorphism ~ sends the object (P, 6) to (P, 0)
and leaves the morphisms alone.

Both â, a are catégories with product © and K,(â), Kt(2L) (i 0,1) are
defined;

*
induces an isomorphism *:Kl(2L)-+ K,(â) (i 0,1). The hyperbolic

functor H, the forgetting functor F etc. of [10] induce the corresponding functors
H, F etc. The reason why we translate a into â is because we can describe the
action of the equivariant Witt ring GW{G, Z) on the L-groups easier.

Let us now recall the définition of GW(G, Z) and define the action. Let G be

a finite factor group of F. A ZG-lattice is a pair (M,/) where M is a finitely
generated Z-free G-module and /:MxM-»Zisa symmetric G-invariant non-
singular form. Let 3) be the category whose objects are ZG-lattices and whose

morphisms (M, /) -* (M', /') are isomorphisms. (Dress constructs GW(G,Z)
from S.)
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We next introduce a functor

G : 2 x â(r, w, u) -» â(r, u>, m) (12)

defined by

(13)

for (M,/)eS, (P, 0)eà(r, w, m) with 0 [</>]. Let us explain formula (13); M
being a G-module is also a T-module and we use the diagonal action on M® P,

then M® P is a finitely generated projective T-module; /® <$> is defined by

/ ® <t>(x ® y, x' ® y') /(x, x')4>(y, y0 (14)

for x, x'eM and y, y'6 P. One easily checks that f®<f>eS(M®P) and its

équivalence class in QU(M® P) is independent of the choice of the représentative
<f> of 6. Furthermore, [/®<£] is non-singular. The functor G induces a bilinear

map (also denoted by G)

G : Ko® x X,â(r, w, u) -» X,â(r, w, m) (i 0,1). (15)

Via G, Kt2L(r, w, m) is a unital module over the ring K03).

Let (M,/) be a ZG-lattice, then

G((A4 /), H(P)) - H(M ® P), (16)

and this isomorphism is natural in P(M®P has the diagonal f-module structure).

To construct isomorphism (16), first observe that H(M®P) is isomorphic
to ((M® P)0(M*® P), [/]) where / is determined by the équation

l(m ® x, q ® p), (m' ® x', q' ® p')) q(m')p(xf) (17)

for x,x'eP;m,m'e M; p, p; g P; and q, q' e M* (where M* Hom (M, Z)). Next,
there is an isomorphismg() (18)

determined by

g(m ® (x, p)) (m ® x, Af(m) ® p) (19)
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for me M, xe P and peP (where Af:M~* M* is defined by A/(x)(y) /(jc, y)).
Also /® h, with h((x, p), (xf, p')) p(x'), corresponds to / under g; this complètes
the construction of isomorphism (16). As a conséquence of (16), image H is a

K03)-submodule of K,2i(F, w, u) (i 0,1).
Let (P, 0)€&(F, w, u) and define a submodule P'c F to be a subkernel if it is a

subkernel of (P, ê)e2L(R, a, u) in the sensé of [10, p. 268]. Let (M, f)e 2) be split
(cf. [4], p. 294) and N be a Lagrangian in M; Le., N is a G-submodule such that

N N± {meM|/(m, n) 0 for ail neN}. (20)

LEMMA 1.1. 1/ (P, 0)eâ(F, w, m), fhen N® P (witfi the diagonal T-module
structure) is a subkernel of G((M, /), ((P, 0)).

Proof. If S is a F-submodule of (P, 6), define

S± {xeP\b(e)(x,y) 0 for ail yeS}; (21)

Sx is clearly equal to the kernel of the composite of i with Âb(0) where i dénotes
the inclusion map and i : P —> S is induced by i. Let / dénote the inclusion map of
N into M; since Cok; is Z-free, j®id:N®P-*M®P is a monomorphism.
Furthermore, (N <8> P)x equals the kernel of the composite of /* ® id : M* ® P ->
N*(g)P and A/®Âb(0). Since Âfc(0) is an isomorphism and P is Z-free,

(N® F)"1 Ker(/*o A/)® P N® P. (22)

Also /* : M* -» N* is an epimorphism, hence M* ® P -> N* ® P is an epimorph-
ism. Since N* ® P is F-projective, N® P is a direct summand of M® P. Observe
that if S is a submodule of a F-module Q and <peRM(Q), then

{xeQ|<p(x,y) 0 forall y eS} {xe Q | <p(x, y) 0 for ail y€S}. (23)

It follows from Lemma 2 of [10] that N®P is a subkernel of
*

applied to

Recall that Dress [4] defines GW(G, Z) to be the residue class ring of K02)
with respect to the idéal additive subgroup), generated by ail split lattices.

Consequently, Lemma 1.1 implies that Cok (H : Kt(P(R)) -> K,â(F, w, u))
(î 0,1) is a unital GW(G, Z)-module (where 0*(R) is the category of finitely
generated projective R-modules). This is obvious when i 0. When i l, let
(P, 0)eà(F, w, u) and Ae Aut(P, 6) represent an élément xeXi!(F, w, u,); let
(M, /) e 2 represent r e K03) and assume that (M, /) is split with N a Lagrangian
in M, then rx€ JCiâ(F, w, u) is represented by id® Ae Aut G((M,/),(P, $)).
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Since id® A leaves the subkernel N® P invariant, Wall's discussion in [10, §2]
shows that rx e image H which vérifies our above assertion.

Our main interest is not in Cok H but in its variants the surgery groups
Lï(r, w) and LÏ(F, w) (i 0,1,2,3) defined in [13], [12] and [10]. Let us recall
their définitions. Let 3£(R) be the full subcategory of 9(R) consisting of free
modules and 2Lh(R, a, u) the full subcategory of 2L(R, a, u) with objects (P, 0)
where Pe2£(R). The hyperbolic functor restricts to H:2f(R)-^ah(R, a, u) and

we hâve

U(r, w) Cok (H:K0X(R) -> Koâh(R, a, (-1)1),

>K1âh(R,a,(-l)I))/classof ^ ((_°1y J)

where cr e Aut H(K) (i 0,1). (24)

Let S8(R) be Wall's category [10, p. 270] of based K-modules except with
déterminants calculated in WhF instead of KiR, 38â,(R, a, u) his category of
based quadratic modules, and £E(R, a, u) the full subcategory of forms with zéro
discriminant, then there is still a hyperbolic functor H:8ft(R)-+ 3?(R, a, u) and

Ls2l(r, w) Cok (H : K0®(R) -* K0^(R, a, (-1)1)),

Ls2l+1(r, w) Cok (H :

K1^(l^,a,(-l)I))/classofo-=( ° J) 0 0,1). (25)

There are clearly natural maps Lï(F, w)~> L^(F, w) (i 0,1,2, 3) and Rothen-
berg has shown that their kernels and cokernels hâve exponent 2 (cf. [13, p. 248]).

LEMMA 1.2. The surgery groups Lî(r,w) and L?(r,w) (i 0,1,2,3) are
unital GW(G,Z)-modules and the natural maps Lï(F, w) -? LÎ(F, w) are
GW(G, Z)-homomorphisms.

Proof. (A) Let us first show that L?(F, w) (i 0,1, 2, 3) are unital GW(G9 Z)-
modules. Let (F, ê)e2Lh(R, a, (-1)1) represent an élément xGL$t(^5w) where
(F, 6)e2L(F, w, (-1)1) and (M, /)eS represent r€ GW(G, Z), then rx € LU?, w) is

represented by G((M, /), (F, 0)) (where G is the composite of G and

A:â(r, w, (-1V)-* &(R, a, (-1)1)). If A € Aut (F, 0) represents y € L^+1(F, w) then
id ® A g Aut G((M,/), (F, 0)) represents ry eL2,+i(r, w). One shows that this
action is well defined by using formula (16) together with Lemma 1.1 as in the

proof that Cok (H) is a GW(G, Z)-module.
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(B) Consider the category 5(F, w, u) whose objects are pairs (F, 0) with zéro
discriminant where Fe$d(R) and 6sQu(F). It bears the same relation to
<£(R,a,u) that &(F,w,u) has to 2L(R, a, u); in particular, A:5(F, w, u)h->

5£{R, a, u) is an isomorphism.
Let M, N be two finitely generated G-modules which are Z-free with bases

M, {e'ù and i:M->Na G-isomorphism. Let P, Qe S8(JR) with bases {cr,}, {o-J}

and A : P-» Q a F-isomorphism with zéro torsion in WhT, then M® P, N® Q
with the diagonal F-module structures and bases {ex ® cr,}, {ef<S> <r'} are objects in
3&(R). Furthermore, one observes that the isomorphism sd®A:M®P-*N®Q
has zéro torsion in WhF. (We leave the vérification of this fact to the reader.)
Because of this, we can extend the définition of the functor G to a functor (also
denoted by G)

G : 3) x g(F, w, u) -* #(F, w, u) (26)

defined essentially by formula (13) subject to the change that now (P, 6)e
<£(F, w, u) and we give M ® P the basis {e, ® crj where {et} is an arbitrary Z-basis
for M and {o}} is in the preferred of bases for P.

We now define an action of GW(G,Z) on LS(F, w) in a manner completely
analogous to that described in part (A). To show that this action is well defined,
we observe that the isomorphism of formula (16) has zéro torsion, and in this
situation Lemma 1.1 can be strengthened to say that N<8>P is a based subkernel of

G((M,f),(P, 0)) in the sensé of [10, §1]. The factoring out of the class of a in
formulas (24) and (25) is also compatible with this action.

(C) It is clear from the construction that the natural maps Lf(F, w) —> L*(F, w)
are homomorphisms of GW(G, Z)-modules.

2. L-groups as Frobenius modules over GW(G,Z)

Let i : S —» F be an inclusion of a subgroup of F of finite index. We hâve

functors

where w in âh(S, w, u) and Î£(S, w, u) is w/S and âh(F, w, u) dénotes the full
subcategory of â(F, w, u) consisting of objects (P, 6) with P free. The first i* is the

forgetful functor, and the second we describe as follows. Let yu y2,..., ym g F be

a complète set of right coset représentatives for S in F For (F, v)e S8(ZF) and
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{et, e2,..., en} a particular basis for F in the class v, let i*v be the équivalence
class of bases for F (considered as an S-module) containing the basis {ety} | 1 < i <
n, 1^;^ m}, and observe that i*v is independent of the choices of {ej and {y,}.
For ((F, u), d)eîê(r, w, u), set

i*((F,t;),9) ((F,i^),fl) (28)

and leave the morphisms alone. Via the isomorphisms of catégories *, the functors
i* induce restriction (transfer) maps

i*:LÏ(r,w)^>Li(S,w) (k 0,l,2,3)
i*:Lsk(r, w)-> LUS, w) (k 0, 1, 2, 3).

On the other hand, we hâve induction homomorphisms

i*:Lhk(S, w)-»Lhk(F, w) (k 0,1, 2, 3)
(30)

î*:U(S, w)-* Lfk(r, w) (fc 0,1, 2, 3)

for an arbitrary subgroup S^F (cf. [13], pp. 49 and 65). Thèse are induced (via

by functors

The first functor sends the object (F, [<f>]) to (F®s Zr, [i*</>]) where <£ € S(F) and

i*<^ is determined by the formula

i*<t>(x ® % y ® P) <t>(*, yeiPy-^wiy) (32)

where x, yeF; y,/3eF and eiZF—»ZS is given by e(y)=7 for yeS and

e(7) 0 for yé S. For A g Aut (F, [</>]), i* maps A to A®ide
Aut (F®s ZF, [J#<£]). The second functor i* is defined similarly.

We next record some properties of i* and i*. If S F, then both i* and i* are
the identity map; and if T^S^F, j dénotes the inclusion map of T in S and i

that of S in F then i*/*==(i/)*; while if [S:T]<oo, [F:S]<oo then ;*i* (i/)*.
Now let G be a finite factor group of F with canonical projection p:F-+ G

and let S^ dénote the category of subgroups of G with morphisms the inclusion

maps. Let M be one of the functors hhx or L- (i 0,1,2,3), and let M(II)
^ for FleSf. We wish to show that M( is a Frobenius module over the
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Frobenius functor F(FI) GW(17, Z) in the sensé that Lam's Axioms 1, 2, 3 [8, p.
17] hold for ail subgroups 17 of G. We just verified Axiom 1 and Axiom 2 is clear.
Let 17' s n c G and let i dénote both the inclusion map of 17' into 17 and that of
p~lII' into p"1!!

LEMMA 2.1. IfxeF(n) and yeM(U'), then i*(i*(x)y) xi*(y).

Proof. We prove the assertion first for M L%k (fc O, 1). Let S p~117' and
T p~117. Let yeL$k(S, w) be represented by (P,[</>]) and let (N,/) represent x.

Then

ZT, [i*(/<8> 4>)]) represents i*(i*

and

(N®(P®sZT),[f®i*<t>]) represents xi*(y).

We hâve an isomorphism

g:(N®F)®sZT->N®(P®sZT) (33)

defined by

g((n ® x) ® 7) ny ® (x <8> 7) (34)

for n € N, x € P, 7 € T. It is a straightforward calculation to show that g maps

Since g is natural in P, we hâve also proven the assertion forM Lk(k l,3).
The proof for M — L% is similar.

LEMMA 2.2. 7/x€F(H') and yeM(17), then i*(xi*y) i*(x)y.

Proo/. Again, consider first the case M L$k (fc 0,1) and let S p~117',

T p~117. Let (N,/) represent x and (P,O3) represent y €L5k(T, w), then

((N®P)®sZT,[i*(/®4>)]) represents i*(xi*(y))

and

^)®^/)®]) represents i*Wy
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were i*/ is determined by the formula

' @y if (87

0 otherwise, (35)

for n, n'eM and /3, ye H Define an isomorphism

g:{N®P)®s ZT—> (N®n'ZH)® P (36)

by the formula

g((n ® jc) ® 7) (n ® 7) ® X7, (37)

for neN, xeP, 76T, and 7 p(7)€l7çG. A calculation again shows that g

maps i*(/® <j>) to (i*/)® #. This proves the lemma for M L2k, and since g is

natural in P also for M L5k+i (fc 0,1). The case when M Lsk is left to the
reader.

It follows from Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2 that we hâve the following
theorem.

THEOREM 2.3. Let G be a finite factor group of F with quotient map p, then

Lkip1 w) and Llip'1 ,w) (fc 0,1,2,3) are G-Frobenius modules over
GW( ,Z).

Let % dénote the class of cyclic subgroups of G and define

M(Gf= fl Ker (M(G)-^U M(H)). (38)

COROLLARY 2.4. Let n dénote the order of G. Then M(G)* is a torsion-

group whose exponent divides 4n, and when n is odd it divides n.

This corollary is a conséquence of [3, Theorem 1] and a standard argument
about Frobenius modules [8, p. 23, lemma 2.10].

Recall that L[* and L\ (i 0,1,2, 3) are covariant functors on the category <$

with objects pairs (F, w) where F is a group and w : F-* {±1} is a homomorphism.
If (Fp Wj) e <S (j 1, 2), then a group homomorphism /: Fi -* F2 is a morphism in
<§ is w2(f(x)) m>i(x) for ail xeFt; /# dénotes the image of / under thèse functors
(cf. [13], pp. 49 and 65).

Let S be a normal subgroup of F with finite factor group G; for each 7 g F, let
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cy dénote the outer automorphism of S given by cy(s) ysy'1 for se S. We recall
Taylor's Theorem [9, Theorem 1].

LEMMA 2.5. If yeS, then (cy)# is multiplication by w(y).

Define an action of F on M(l) L%(S9 w) or Vk(S, w) (k 0,1,2, 3) by

c) (39)

for xeM(l) and ye F (1 dénotes the trivial group). By Lemma 2.5, this action
factors through G. So, we hâve a left G-module structure on M(l). (We note that
formula (39) still defines an action of G on Lk(S, w) and Lsk(S, w) even when G is

not finite.) Recall that for any G-module M, we hâve MG {jc e M | gx x for ail

g € G} the fixed point set of G.

LEMMA 2.6. The image o/ i*:M(G)-* M(l) is a swfcgroup o/ M(1)G.

This resuit follows from Lemma 2.5 and the foliowing commutative diagram

(40)

Let N XgeGgeZG be the norm.

LEMMA 2.7. Le* i dénote tfie inclusion of 1 info G, then i*(i*(jc)) Njc /or ail
xsM(l).

Proof. We shall prove the lamma for M L*k (fc 0,1) and leave the other
cases to the reader. Let (P, [<£]) represent jc, then (P®s Zf, [i#</>]) represents
i*0**(x))- For each g€G, pick an élément g'eF with p(g') g, then gx is

represented by (g'P, [w(g')<£]) where g'P P as abelian groups but with new
S-module structure (m • s) defined by m*s mg'sig')'1 for meP, se S. Hence
Nx is represented by the orthogonal direct sum

(e gfp,\@
VgeG Lge
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Define an S-isomorphism

by /(m) m ® g' if m e g'P; one easily sees that / carries ©geG w(g')<t> to i

LEMMA 2.8. Let m be the order of G, then the homomorphism

i*®id:M(G)®z| — |-»M(1)®Z| — I (41)
LmJ LmJ

fias image (M(l)® Z[l/m])G.

Proo/. By Lemma 2.6, the image of i*® id is contained in (M(l)® Z[l/m])G.
Lemma 2.7 shows that i*®id composed with i*®ûi is multiplication by N,
hence restricted to (M(l)® Z[l/m])G it is multiplication by m which is an

automorphism. Therefore the image of i*® id is (M(l)® Z[l/m])G.

We also hâve the following lemma. It cornes out of a straightforward calcula-
tion.

LEMMA 2.9. Let the following be a commutative square of group inclusions:

I' 1' (42)

such that A and C are normal in B and D and l induces an isomorphism of B/A to

D/C. Then, the following diagram commutes

(43)

where M L,( w) or L'( w) (t 0,1, 2, 3).
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3. Poly-Z groups

In this section, we shall study poly-Z groups. For a poly-Z group F, it follows
from [13, p. 248] and [5, Th. 29] that L?(r, w) L'Xr, w) (i 0,1,2, 3) and we
shall dénote the common group by Lt(r, w). We now state the main resuit of this
section.

THEOREM 3.1. Let F be a poly-Z group of finite rank and S a normal
subgroup with finite factor group G of order m and leti:S-> Tbe the inclusion map.
Then,

(44)

is an isomorphism for k 0,1,2,3.

In the proof of this theorem, we will use Wall's géométrie construction of
L-theory [13, §9]. Hence, we take this opportunity to rectify an apparent error in
his construction. The following remark shows there is a difficulty. Let (X, x) be a

pointed CW-complex and ye tti(K, x), then by the homotopy extension theorem,
there is a map /: (K, x) -» (K, x) such that /# cy on tti(K, x) and / is homotopic
to id. By [13, p. 87], Li(/) id on Li(K), but Taylor's Theorem, Lemma 2.5, says

(c7)# is multiplication by w(y) on L^(tti(K, x), w). Hence, the "isomorphism" of
[13, Cor. 9.4.1] could not be functorial.

We will revise the définition of Li(K) by being fussier about orientations and
local coefficients. Consider the category <£ with objects tj (K', K) where 17 is a

principal Z2-bundle with base space a CW-complex K and total space K'\ and a

morphism is a Z2-equivariant map ff:(K[, Ki)-> (K'29 K2):

K[K2
I J (45)

Kt >K2

We will define functors L*(tj) from % to the category of abelian groups. If 17 € %
dénote the associated local Z-coefficients on K by tjZ. We construct Ln(r)) by the

same procédure (also notation) Wall uses to define Lln(K) (cf. [13, p. 86]) with
the following modifications. We insist the orientations [Y], [N] be éléments of the

explicit groups Hn(Y, X; <o*(tj)Z) and Hn(N, M; (a>0)*(i7)Z) respectively. Also,
the first Stiefel-Whitney class of tj should be the homomorphism w : ttx(K) -> {±1}
in Wall's définition.
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Now let /' : r|i —> 172 be a bundle map where 17, (K[, Kt) (i 1, 2), we wish to
construct an induced homomorphism /*:Li(îji)—> Ll(r}2). If 0 is an "object"
(same notation as [13, p. 86]) representing the élément [0]eLi(Tji), then we set

/*[#] [/*#] where /*0 is the new "object" defined by composing the map
a) : Y —> Ki with / : K\ —» K2 and constructing new orientation classes

[Y]'eHn(Y,X;(/<o)*(T?2)Z),

[N]'6Hw(N,M;(M)*(î|2)Z)

as follows. We hâve canonical local coefficient isomorphisms

/i:û»*WZ^(/«)*(ri2)Z,
f2:(a><t>)*(r)1)Z-+(f<o<l>)*(r)2)Z

both determined by /'. Thèse induce maps on homology, and we set [Y]' and [N]'
equal to the images of [Y] and [N] respectively under thèse maps. Clearly, Lln{t])
is a functor.

Let tj (Kf, K) € <# and p:K->Kbea finite sheeted covering space, then we
define the transfer homomorphism p*:Li(17)-» Li(p*7j) by associating to [0]e
L^(t)) the élément in Li(p*Tj) represented by the pullback "object" p*0 defined in
the obvious way.

Analogous to the resuit in [13, p. 87], we hâve the following lemma.

LEMMA 3.2. The functor Li(rj) is a homotopy functor; Le., if f and g': 171 —»

t)2 are homotopic through bundle maps, then /# g*.

Let 17 (Kr, K)e ^; a basepoint x' for 17 is a pair of points (*', x) such that x'
lies over x. When K has a finite, connected 2-skeleton, we wish to define an

isomorphism

À(x\ : Li(t,) -> Lfn(Wl(K, x), w) (46)

(which dépends on jc'). Let 0 be an "object" with respect to 17 (same notation as

[13, p. 86]), we assume that <£ is fc-connected (where n 2fc or 2k + 1); and, for
convenience, that N is connected. Choose a base point y' for ((o<f>)*ri such that
(a><£)'(y') is in the same component of X' as x', where (<i>$)':((y<£)*i7 —> tj is the

canonical bundle map. We can think of y' as prescribing an orientation to N at y
(cf. [13, p. 45]) and therefore determining an algebraic surgery obstruction
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ÔeL'n(iri(N9 y), w). Hence

w);

let y' be a path in K' from (û>$)'(y') to x' and y its image in K from ox^(y) to x,
then 7 détermines an isomorphism 7#:tti(K, û)$(x))—? tti(K, x) (which
commutes with w). We define

Hx',[OD (y#)*((<o4>)*0)). (47)

Let a1 be another path from (W>)'(y') to x', and let a be its image in K. Clearly
w(a * y~1)= 1. By Lemma 2.5, ((a * 7~1)#)# is multiplication by 1, the identity
map; therefore, À(x', [0]) is independent of the choice of the path y'. A similar

argument shows that À(x', [0]) is also independent of the choice of y'. Hence,
À(x',[0]) is well defined.

After changing Wall's faulty "map" from Li(K)-> L^ir^K), w) to

À(x', ):Li(T?)^Lsn(7r1(X,x),w),

we can follow his original argument (cf. [13, Cor. 9.4.1]) to establish the following
theorem.

THEOREM 3.3. For n>5, À(x', is an isomorphism.

If we dénote the action of the non-trivial élément in Z2 on tj by x'-> —x', then
one can show that À(x', -À(-x',

Let tj, € % (i 1,2) be such that Kx both hâve finite, connected 2-skeletons;
let /':t)i—? îj2 be a bundle map and x' a base point for tj15 then the following
diagram commutes

>

U(x',) I A(/'(x'),)

dndd, x), w)-^ LKin^, /(x)), w).

Hence À is functorial, which résolves the difficulty motivating this digression. The

corresponding diagram relating the géométrie transfer map to the algebraic
restriction (transfer) map via À also commutes.

Let t) (K\ K) e % and q : K' -> K dénote the projection map; assume that K
has a finite, connected 2-skeleton. Let p : K -» K be a principal G-bundle where
G is a finite group. We define a left G-module structure on Li(p*7j) as follows.
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For each ge G, x e K, y e K' such that p(x) q(y) define g'(x, y) (xg~l, y), then
g' : p*Tj —» p*Tj is a bundle map; if a 6 Li(p*7j), define ga g*a. The isomorphism
À identifies this G-module structure with the algebraic G-module structure of §2

(cf. discussion following Lemma 2.5) in the appropriate way. We are now ready to

prove Theorem 3.1.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Lemma 2.8 shows that i*® id is an epimorphism. We
shall prove it a monomorphism by an induction the rank of F; for rank of T 0,
this is trivial, hence we assume it is true for groups of rank less than n and must

prove it for groups of rank n. Let p : F ->
| G» be an epimorphism such that

A=Kerp has rank n-1 where Cœ dénotes the infinité cyclic group; p(S) sCoo

for some positive integer s; let T p~1(sCO0), then S^T^F and dénote the
inclusion map of T into F by ix and that of S into T by i2- We now abbreviate our
notation by letting Lk(F) dénote Lk(F, w)® Z[l/m], i* dénote i*® id, î* dénote

i*® id, etc. We wish to prove that both

and

%:Lk(T)-»Lk(S) (49)

are monic. Our proof, in both cases, is based on the fundamental resuit of
Shaneson-Wall [13, Theorem 12.6].

I. The Homomorphism i* is Monic

It follows from [13, Theorem 12.6] (cf. [5, Theorem 29]) that we hâve the

following exact séquences

^^>Lk(T)-^Lk.1(A) (50)

^Lk(F)-±^Lk-1(F) (51)

where / dénotes the inclusion map of A into F, and /' the inclusion of A into T.

We can describe t and t' in terms of a generator g for C« by the équations

rx (l-g)x, f'x (l-gs)x (52)

where xeLk(A) and 1-g, l~gs eZG» (cf. §2 for the définition of the action of
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G» on Lk(A)). The maps q and q' are constructed geometrically. This is why we
needed to correct Wall's géométrie construction of his L-groups.

We obtain the following commutative diagram of exact séquences by mapping
(51) to (50)

î- (53)

where N= l + g + g2 + • • • + g5 \ and the maps denoted 1, 1-g, l-gs, N are
multiplication by thèse éléments. The left square of (53) clearly commutes; since ;
is the composite of ix and /', Lemma 2.7 shows the middle square commutes; and
the géométrie description of q (and q') can be used to prove the last square also

commutes.

By chasing diagram (53), we see that /* maps ker N onto ker (if). Dénote
ker(l-gs) by M, then it is clear that kerNçM and (1 - g)M c ker N; conse-
quently, ker (if) is a factor group of ker N/(l - g)M. But M is a Cs-module where
Cs dénotes the cyclic group of order 5 "generated" by g. It is a standard resuit
from group chomology [3, p. 251] that H\CS, M) ker N/(l-g)M, and hence is

zéro since it is a Z[l/m]-module which is annihilated by 5 (s divides m);
consequently, if is monic.

IL The homomorphism i* is Monic

Let A' ADS and i3 : A' -> 4, / : A' —» S dénote the inclusion maps. We hâve
the following commutative diagram of group extensions

(54)

which induces the commutative diagram of exact séquences:

LW) IW)
(55)

Lk.t(A)

where q" (and q') are constructed geometrically. One easily sees the left square of
(55) commutes; the middle square commutes by Lemma 2.9, and the right square
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by a géométrie argument. The homomorphism j' induces an isomorphism of factor
groups AIA' to T/S and dénote this common group by F.

The top Une of (55) is an exact séquence of Z[l/m] (F)-modules. (Use the
géométrie description of the F-module structure given earlier in this section to see

that q" is an F-module map.) For thèse modules, the functor M »-» MF is exact,
since MF H°(F, M) and H1 (F, M) 0 (the order of F divides m). Applying this
functor to the top line of (55), we obtain a new commutative diagram

Lk{A'f > Lk(A')F > Lk(S)F tU-MY > U-M'f
J.Î j.? }«î (56)

Lk(A) > Lk(A) > Lk(T) > U-M) >Lk-t(A)

whose rows are exact. By induction and the five lemma, we hâve i* is an
isomorphism. This complètes the proof of the theorem.

4. Proof of the main theorem

We need some lemmas for our proof of the main theorem.

LEMMA 4.1. Let F be a torsion-free group and S a normal subgroup which is

free abelian of finite rank. If the factor group FIS is finite cyclic then F is a

poly-Z group of finite rank.

Proof. Let us prove that there is a non-trivial homomorphism / : F ~> Z (the
additive group of integers). Then the lemma foliows from this fact and an
induction on the rank of S. Let yS generate F/S and m order F/S, then ym is a

non-trivial élément in the center of F. Hence, we can find an élément exe
Sflcenter F which is indivisible in S and we can choose extra éléments

e2, e3,..., en such that eu e2,... ,en form a basis of S. Defîne g : S -» Z by

^-{i ; ;;!:

Averaging g over FIS, we hâve a homomorphism g' : S —> Z given by

g'(*)= I giyxy'1); (58)
ySer/S
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clearly g' has the following two properties:

G)

(ii) g' restricted to [F, S] is identically zéro.

Now, from the identity

[m, mv] [w, vju, w][[w, m], v] (59)

where [u, v] uvu~~1v~1 (cf. [6, p. 49, formula (5)]) together with the fact that F/S
is cyclic, one easily deduces that [F, F] [F, S]. Define /: T-» Z by f(x) g'(xm).
Since Jtmym(jcy)~m 6 [F, F] [F, S], property (ii) implies that / is a homomorphism
and (i) implies that / is non-trivial. This proves the lemma.

Let F be a torsion-free group, S a normal subgroup which is free abelian of
rank n, and G F/S a finite group. Let w:F—»{±1} be a homomorphism; we
assume that S is in its kernel. (If not, replace S with S' Sflker w and G with
G' F/S'.) We hâve a right F-structure on Q defined by the équation

ry w(?)x for xeQ, yeF (60)

and dénote this module by wQ. Consider the Eilenberg-MacLane space K(S, 1)

which we can take to be the n-torus Tn with base point #. Recall the outer
automorphism cy of S defined by cy(s) ysy~1 where yeF and se S. This
automorphism dépends only on the coset g ySeG. Consider the function
g':(Tn, #)—? (Tn, *) (unique up to homotopy) such that

is cy. Define a left G-module structure on H,(Tn, Q) by gx w(y)g*(x) where

xeHj(Tn, Q) and g yS. It follows from the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral

séquence that we hâve the following lemma.

LEMMA 4.2. For ail /, H,(F, wQ)~Hj(Tn,Q)G.

Of course, we hâve H}(Mn, wQ) H,(F, wQ) for the manifold Mn of the Main
Theorem.

Now consider Wall's map

ls : 0 Hl+4,(Tn, Q) -^ LÏ(S, w) ® Q (61)
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0 0,1,2,3) [13, p. 266]; one easily sees that ls is a G-module map. The next
lemma follows from [13, p. 267].

LEMMA 4.3. The map

ls : 0 *WTn, Q)G -> (Lst(S, w) <8> Q)G

is an isomorphism (i 0,1,2, 3).

Now, the Main Theorem follows directly from thèse three lemmas together
with Lemma 2.8, Corollary 2.4, and Theorem 3.1.
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